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I . In 1989, he assembled a group of investors to buy the Texas Rangers, investing $606,000 himself as
managing partner. His sister Robin died of leukemia at the age of 3, and in 1968 he joined the Texas Air
National Guard in order to avoid active duty in Vietnam. FTP, name this Republican front-runner for the
2000 presidential nomination.
Aus: _George W. Bush_
2. Some of his political works include _The Banquet_ and _On World Govemment_, and as a young man
he belonged to the Biachi, a rival faction of the Guelphs. His involvement in politics led to his exile from
his native Florence, and he died in RavennaHe married Gemma Donati in 1292, but not before writing _La
Vita Nuova_ after the death of his love Beatrice. FTP, name this Italian poet of _The Divine Comedy_.

3. The people are mostly Bhotias who call themselves Dmkpas, or dragon people, and practice a fonn of
Buddhism closely related to Lamaism. Great mountain ranges divide the countJy along north-south lines,
with a highest peak at Kula Kangri. FTP, name this central Asian nation with a traditional capital at
Punaka and official capital at Thimphu.
Aus: Bhutan
4. It Shlinks in size after sexual matw-ity, and therefore is believed to function only early in life. In
vertebrates, it is concemed with the development of lymphoid tissue and hence the antibody-producing T
lymphocytes. FTP, name this bi-lobed organ, sometimes known as sweetbreads, located in the region of
the lower neck, above and in front of the heart.

5. Discovered in 1958 as a result of radiation detectors carried by Explorer satellites, the lower one extends
from 1000 to 5000 kilometes above the equator. Consisting of mainly electrons and protons, they exist due
to helical motion of charged particles in response to the earth's magnetic field. FTP, name these regions of
intense radiation surrounding the earth.
Ans: _Van Allen belts_ (prompt on early buzz of Jadiation belts->
6. The American Service Committee of this group was jointly awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 1947, and
19U1 centUIY divisions have created the Orthodox, Hicksite, and Conservative sects. Subject to persecution
until the passage of the Toleration Act of IS$9, they teach that divine truth lies in the "inner light" supplied
by the Holy Spilit. FTP, name this religiou~ group founded by George Fox in 17th century England.
Ans: _Quakers_or Religious _Society of Fliends_
7. The building in which it took place was called the S-M-C Cartage Company located at 2122 North Clark
Street. Victims totalled seven, including the ex-safecracker Johnny May, the brothers Frank and Pete
Gusenberg, and a young optometrist named Reinhard Schwimmer. FTP, name this attack on Bugs Moran's
gang that took place on February 14, 1929.
Aus: Saint _Valentine's Day Massacre_

8. After 1831, he lived and worked in retirement, considering himself the true successor of Immanuel Kant
and an opponent of G. W. Hegel. A man of no friends who was perpetually estranged from his mother, he
believed that ethics were based on sympathy and the world is based on unsatisfied wants and pain. FTP,
name this Gelman philosopher of such works as _On the Will in Nature_and _The World as Will and
Representation _.
Ans: AIthur _Schopenhauer_
9. He summruized his Nobel prize winning work in _Lectures on the Work of the Principal Digestive
Gland_, and won the award in Physiology or Medicine in 1904. His study of the circulatory system led to
experiments involving the dissection of cardiac nerves of living dogs to show how they control heartbeat
strength. FTP, name this Russian physiologist whose continued work with canines involved pioneering
work conceming conditioned reflexes.
Ans: Ivan - Pavlov10. According to Callimachus, they were daughters of a queen of the Amazons and were responsible for
introducing choral dances and noctumal festivals. In Boeotia OIion fell in love with them, and pursued
them for five years before they were eventually turned into doves. FTP, name these figures from Greek
mythology who became the seven stars of the open star cluster of the sarne name located in the
constellation TaUIUS.
Ans: Pleiades

II . The plot was concocted by the librettist Hugo von Hoffmansthal and his fliend Count Harry Kessler,
who bon'owed ideas from Moliere and Hogruth's _MalTiage a la Mode_. Conceming the affairs of the
Baron Ochs auf Lerchenau and his fiancee Sophie von Faninal, a side plot lies in the romance between the
Princess Werdenberg and her 17-year-old lover Count Octavian. FTP, name this Gelman opera, one of the
most famous by Richard Strauss.
Ans: Der Rosenkavalier
12. Initiated on May 17, 1933, it was designed to combat unemployment through codes of fair competition
and self-regulation. Outlawed in 1935 in the case of _Schechter Poultry v. US_, many labor provisions of
the OIiginal act were re-enacted in later legislation, such as the National Labor Relations Board. FTP, narne
this organization or the act that was passed as part of the New Deal, whose leader was Hugh S. Johnson and
emblem was the blue eagle.

13. Betting on games is popular, and parimutuel wagering is now legal in FlOlida and Connecticut.
Spectators sit behind a wire fence or plexiglass wall, and to their right is the front wall upon which a ball
must be hurled by a cesta in such a way that is unretumable. FTP, identify this handball-like game of
Basque origin also known as pelota, in which travelling speeds of the ball may reach ISO miles per hour.
Ans: jai alai_
14. In 1942, Fuller Albright and his coworkers at the Massachusetts General Hospital published a report
about nine men who had enlarged breasts, sparse facial hair, and an inability to produce spelm. Occuning
in one out of every 500 males, victims often have language and developmental difficulties. FTP, name this
syndrome that occurs when an eITor in meiosis produces an XXY pattern at the 23rd pair of chromosomes.
Ans: _Kleinfelter's_ syndrome
15. He was cofounder with Vladimir Nemirovich-Danchenko of the Moscow AIt Theater in 1898, with
which he would remain associated for remainder of his life. Also achieving renown as a director of opera,

in his outstanding productions of Chekhov's plays he tried to strip away cliches and investigate the
complex psychology of the characters. FTP, name this Russian teacher whose method of acting has had
profound impact on modem schools.
Ans: Konstantin _ Stanislavsk:y _
16. In transit from New York to Liverpool, on board the ship were 128 Amelicans who were lost.
Eventually Gelmany did make reparations, but they had announced previously that any passenger ship
caught in the war zone around the British Isles would be sunk without waming. FTP, name this Cunard
passenger liner that was torpedoed by a Gelman submarine off the Irish coast in May of 1915.
Ans: - Lusilania17. The predecessor of the modem version was the simpler chalumeau, which was improved on by J.C.
Delmer of Nuremberg around 1700. Mozart used it extensively and Weber wrote a famous concerto for it,
and the basset-hom, a type of alto version, was revived around the end of the 19th centUly. FTP, name this
woodwind instrument whose family members include the B-flat bass, E-flat, A, and standard B-flat.
Ans: - clarinet18. According to Plutarch, this phrase was announced to Amintius after the victolY at Zela in 47 BC over
Phamaces, the son of Mithridates. Suetonius, however, says that the words were displayed before the title
of Caesar after his victolies in Pontus, and does not attribute them to the man himself. FTP, identify this
phrase supposed said by Julius Caesar, the Latin for "I came, I saw, I conquered".
Ans: _ Veni, vidi, vici_ [prompt on English on early buzz]
19. It has played a significant role in Native American folklore, and is 865 feet high. Overlooking the Belle
Fourche River, according to geologists it is the remnant of an ancient lava intrusion in sedimentary strata.
FTP, name this first designated U.S. national monument, located in n0I1heastem Wyoming and featured in
Close Encounters oflhe Third Kind
Ans: - Devil's Tower20. Designed by the Danish architect J0l111 U12on, it first opened to the public in 1973. Situated at
Belmelong Point, it is sUITounded by water on three sides and is meant to look like a large sailing ship.
FTP, name this building, a landmark in the city that will host the 2000 Summer Olympics.
Ans: _Sydney Opera House_
22. He is the official ambassador to Chaing Mai, Thailand, where he travels frequently to create his
colorful silk tie wardrobe. A one-time worker on _Battle of the Stars_and _Press Your Luck_, he is the
star of the _$25,000 Game Show_while not in Hollywood. FTP, name this man who is in his 13th year as
Bob Barker's sidekick on _The Price is Right_.
Ans: Rod _Roddy _
23. Beowulf described this when he said that "fate often saves an un doomed man when his courage is
good", however at some point courage is not enough. It was felt that sooner or later fate would decree a
hero's death, but the main idea is the testing of the hero's courage against heavy odds. FTP, name this
concept central to Anglo-Saxon stOIytelling.
Ans: _wyrd_
24. By the Treaty of Campo FOm1io, he ceded the left bank of the Rhine to France but obtained Venetia
and Dalmatia in retum. He succeeded his father Leopold II in 1792, but was routed at Austerlitz and
consented to his daughter Marie Louise manying Napoleon in 1810. FTP, name this first emperor of
Austria but last Holy Roman emperor.
Ans: - Francis II OR Francis I of Austria-
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B I. Identify these Nobel plize winning scientists on a IS-S basis.
(IS) He was awarded the 1933 Nobel Prize in Physics with ElWin Schrodinger.
(S) This Brit worked out a version of quantum mechanics consistent with special relativity, which
postulated the existence of antiparticles.
Ans: Paul - Dirac(IS) This Dutch-bom American physicist won the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1936 for his work with
Erich Huckel on the ordering of ions in solution.
(S) The unit for the dielectlic constant is now named for him.
Ans: Peter _Debye_
B2. Answer these questions conceming a famous Nazi for the stated number of points.
(a) Head of the SS, he attempted to make a separate peace but eventually committed suicide before
execution. A gifted administrator, he put down the conspiracy against Hitler's life in 1944.
Ans: Heimich - Himmler(b) Hitler's foreign minister from 1938 on, he concluded the Hitler-Stalin pact and executed as a war
criminal
Ans: Joachim von _Ribbentrop_
(c) An architect by trade, he was appointed Minister of AImaments in 1942 and orchestrated a rejuvenation
and allowed Gelman production to reach its greatest height in September 1944. He was one of the few the
Nazi to admit any guilt.
Ans: Albert _Speer_
B3. 30-20-10 identify the sociologist from works.
(30) _The View from Afar_, _Race and History_
(20) _Totemism_, _The Raw and the Cooked_
(10) _The Savage Mind_, _The Elementary Stmctures of Kinship_
Ans: Claude - Levi-StraussB4. Identify these figures from the Oedipus myth for the stated number of points.
(S,S) For five points each, name any two of Oedipus's children and half-siblings.
Ans: _Eteocles_,_Polynices_,_Antigone_,_ Ismene_(Any two)
(S,S) For five points, identify Oedipus' tme parents.
Ans: - Laius- and - Jocasta(10) Near death, Oedipus was almost forced to retUl11 to Thebes by Creon, but this king of Athens defended
him; in retum, Oedipus promised that his tomb would save Athens from hmm.
Ans: - Theseus-

B5. Identify these British artists from works FTPE.
a. _Dido Building Cm1hage_, _Hannibal Crossing the Alps_,_The Burning of the Houses of Parliament_
Ans: Joseph M.W. _Tumer_
b. _The Infant Samuel_, p0!1raits of George III and Queen Charlotte
Ans: Joshua _Reynolds_
c. _The Scapegoat_, _The Light of the World_
Ans: William Holman Hunt
B6. The British and the French really didn ' t like each other very much, so answer these questions
concerning their most famous fight, the Hundred Years War.
a. This English king initiated the contlict by declaring himself king of France as well , and was present at
the naval battle of Sluys.
Ans: - Edward III b. In this 1356 battle, Edward the Black Prince defeated the French and captured John II.
Ans: - Poi tiersc. Sh0!1ly following the raise of the siege of Orleans by Joan of Arc, this French king regained control of
Nomlandy and conquered Aquitaine in 1453.
Ans: Charles VII
B7. Name these Canadian lakes from a brief description FTPE.
a. The deepest lake in N0!1h America, this 2nd largest lake in Canada, located in the Northwest Territories
was explored by Samuel Hearne in 1771 and is drained by the Mackenzie River.
Ans: Great Slave Lake
b. This remnant of the glacial Lake Agassiz and third largest lake in Canada lies n0!1h of the capital city
that bears the smne name.
Ans: Lake _Winnipeg_
c. Fed by the Rainy River, this lake has approximately 14,000 islands even though only two-thirds of it
actually lies in Canada.
Ans: - Lake of the WoodsB8. Identify these characters from Charles Dickens' _A Tale of Two Cities_.
a. He is unjustly imprisoned in the Bastille because of his knowledge of an attack on a peasant girl, but
eventually is able to leave France with his daughter and the help of Monsieur and Madame Defarge.
Ans: Dr. Alexander - Manette-

b. Identify Dr. Alexander Manette's daughter, who eventually manies Charles Darnay.
Ans: - Luciec. This dissolute man bears a strong resemblance to Darnay and takes his place on the guillotine out of love
for Lucie and complete cynicism of himself.
Ans: Sydney _Carton_
B9. Identify these pieces of classical music with a supernatural feel FTPE.
a. The third symphonic poem by Camille Saint-Saens, in this piece of music skeletons leave their graves
and dance about throughout the night until the cock crows at dawn.
Ans: - Danse Macabreb. It exists as the original version, a part of the composer's _Sorochintsy Fair_, and a beefed-up rendition
by RimsJ..:y-Korsakov in which the central witches' sabbath is more heavily emphasized.
Ans: St. John's _Night on Bald Mountain_ [also accept "bare" in place of "bald"]
c. Concerning the Andalusian gypsies and the eventual successful love between Carmelo and Candelas, this
ballet by Manuel de Falla involves the evil spirit of an ex-lover.
Ans: _EI amor brujo_ or _The Love Spell_
B I o. Quite a few people have written versions of the old story of Faust. Name a few of them from a brief
description, TPE.
a. His _Tragical History of Dr. Faustus_ was probably performed in 1588 but was not entered on the
_Stationer's Register_ until 1601.
Ans: Christopher _Marlowe_
b. Both Gretchen and Mephistopheles were made famous by this Gelman, whose two-part rendition is one
of the most famous in all of literature.
Ans: Johann Wolfgang von _Goethe_
c. His post-WWII novel_Doktor Faustus_ reflects an intense concern for the political fate of this Nobel
prize winner's native Germany.
Ans: Thomas - MannB I I. Identify these Egyptian deities FTPE.
a. The brother and enemy of Osiris, this husband of Nephthys was the god of darkness and evil.
Ans: - Set- OR - Sethb. This ibis-headed deity of wisdom and magic served as scribe of the gods and was associated with the
moon.
Ans: Thoth

c. Originally a solar deity associated with Ra, this falcon-headed son of Isis and Osiris was raised in secret
in the delta marshes.
Ans: - HorusB 12. 30-20-10-5 identify the director from films.
(30) _Day of the Fight_, ]aths to Glory(20) _Barry Lyndon_, _Spartacus_
(1O)]ull Metal Jacket_, _Dr. Strangelove_
(5) _200l_,_Eyes Wide Shut_
Ans: Stanley _Kubrick_
B 13. Name these Union Civil War generals from a brief descliption FTPE.
a. Bom in Cadiz, Spain, he was severely wounded at Frayser's Fann but experienced a full recovel)' in time
to defeat the Confederates at Gettysburg.
Ans: George _Meade_
b. After the Baltic of Fredericksburg, he severely criticized Ambrose Bumside, whom he relieved as
commander of the AImy of the Potomac, but he failed to live up to expectations at the Battle of
Chancellorsville.
Ans: Fighting Joe _Hooker_
c. Promoted to major general for volunteers for his conduct under Rosecrans at Mmfreesboro, he aided
George Thomas in holding of the Confederates at Chickamauga and had a prominent part in the Union
victory at MissionUlY Ridge, but is most famous for laying waste to the Shenandoah Valley.
Ans: Philip _Shelidan_
B14. Give these units of measurement of energy based on the equivalent in Joules FTPE.
a. Also equal to 778 foot-pounds in the English system, it is equal to 1054 Joules.
Ans: -British
T helmal -Unit
-b. Used extensively in circuit design and transfonner use, it is equal to 3.6 x 10"6 Joules.
Ans: - kilowatt-hourc. Used in specific heat calculations, it is equal to 4.184 Joules.
Ans: - calOlieB 15. Identify these plays by AI-thur Miller not named _Death of a Salesman _ FTPE.
a. The character of Maggie in this play was modeled on Miller's second wife, MUlilyn Monroe.
Ans: After the Fall
b. His first successful play, this 1947 work dealt with the emotional aftelmath of WWII.
Ans: _All My Sons_

c. About the Salem witch trials of 1692, it provided a paralled to McCmihyism in 1950s America.
Ans: The CIUcible
B 16. Name these people involved in the development of the camera FTPE.
a.

The originator of the diorama, he developed the first widely-used method of photography, which was
named for him.

Ans: Louis Jacques Mand__Daguerre_
b. This jack-of-all-trades inventor developed the first commercially successful camera.
Ans: Thomas A. - Edisonc. The first negative was achieved in 1825 when this Frenchman coated a piece of paper with asphalt and
exposed it inside a camera obscura for about eight hours.
Ans: Joseph _Niepce_
B 17. Another classic from the quiz bowl canon. Identify these types of schizophrenia from a brief
description FTPE.
a. This type of schizophrenia is characterized by hallucinations, delusions, inappropriate laughing and
crying, incoherent speech, and infantile behavior.
Ans: _delusional_ or _hebephrenic_
b. Patients can often function n0i111ally, but may be disturbed by delusions and hallucinations accompanied
by argumentative behavior.
Ans: yaranoid_
c. This type of schizophrenia is constituted by minor symptoms, which occur as an active episode
diminishes.
Ans: residual
B 18. Given their real names, identify these French literary figures FTPE.
a. Jean-Baptiste Poquelin
Ans: Moliere
b. Francois Marie Arouet
Ans: - Voltairec. Marie Hemi Bey Ie
Ans: Stendhal
B 19. Solve this multi-part problem concerning electrochemistry for the stated number of points.
(15) Fifteen points all or nothing, Assume that electrolysis is used to decompose molten sodium chloride
into its constituents, liquid sodium and chlorine gas. Give a balanced chemical equation for this process,
including letters indicating states.

Ans: 2 NaCI (1)-----> 2 Na (1) + Cl2 (g)
(5) With regards to the ionic charges of the consituents, what type of chemical reaction is this?
Ans: - redox- or - oxidation-reduction(10) If this reaction took place in aqueous solution in an electrolytic cell, what would happen at the
cathode, given that the standard reduction potential of the sodium half-reaction is -2.71 volts and that of
water being reduced to hydroxide ions is -0.83 volts.
Ans: _water is reduced_ [accept equivalents]
B20. In honor of the 1999 U.S. Open which was recently completed at the beginning of September, can you
identify the winners of the Open given the year or years? FPE.
a. 1991,1992 women's singles
Ans: Monica_Seles_
b.1985, 1986, 1987 men's singles
Ans:lvan_Lendl_
c. 1975,76,77,78,80,82 women's singles Ans: Chris _Evert_Lloyd
d. 1920-25, 1929 men's singles
Ans: Bill Tilden_
e. 1961, 1964 men's singles
Ans: Roy _Emerson_
f. 1990 women's singles
Ans: Gabriela _ Sabatini_
B21. Place these periods of geological time in order from earliest to latest FFPE.
The periods are: Carboniferous, SilUlian, Cretaceous, Cambrian, Jurassic, Devonian.
Ans: _Cambrian_, _Silurian_, _Devonian_, _Carboniferous_, _Jurassic_, _Cretaceous_

